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Mega rolls boost efficiency up to 30%
Downtime related to reel changes drops.

H

ow long before labels, tape or
other self-adhesive materials
run out? Mega rolls from Supe Mega rolls and Spool-Mate hardware
rior Tape and Label Inc. (STL) (Booth
reduce roll changes from 25 to one,
S-7692) Gresham, Oregon, lengthen
boosting efficiency up to 30 percent.
that interval substantially.
STL supplies High Capacity Spooled Rolls of material and the SpoolMate hardware needed to handle the bigger rolls. According to Alec
Doede, sales manager for STL, “Among the leading card personaliza tion and production businesses, approximately 80 percent use spooled
material provided by Superior.”
In the past, these companies used standard rolls with up to 2,400 ft.
of tape or approximately 38,000 small labels or strips. With Superior’s
equipment and ability to spool up to 60,000 continuous ft. or 1 mil lion continuous labels on one high-capacity roll, production efficien cy can be increased up to 30 percent. Since 60,000 ft. is equivalent to
25 standard rolls, the mega roll eliminates 24 roll changes and related
downtime.
To ensure that these mega rolls run efficiently, most card personal ization and production companies have purchased STL’s Spool-Mate
hardware and realized a return on investment in six months or less.
One end user reports, “I can’t believe we used to do it any other way.”
During a recent plant visit, Doede recalls, “I was introduced to the
production manager, and when he learned that my company provided

all 14 of their Spool-Mates, he had only one
question, ‘When can we get more?’”
For 23 years Superior Tape and Label has
provided what it calls “functional” tape,
self-adhesive strips and labels to the fruit
packing, card manufacturing and packaging
industries. With its success in the card indus try and a recent investment of nearly $2 mil lion in equipment, STL now has its sights set
High Capacity Spooled
on serving new applications in the packaging Rolls hold 60,000 ft. of tape
or labels, the equivalent of
industry.
25 conventional rolls.
The STL product line includes tape and la bels, die-cut and continuous adhesive strips, security and tamper-evident labels as well as an assortment of adhesive products that range
from extremely aggressive to ultra-removable. Additionally, Superior
is currently the industry’s leading producer of scratch-off labels and
has developed materials for most of the retail businesses on the Fortune 100 list.
“Most of our products are custom . . . extremely technical and devel oped to perform very specific functions,” says Dan Brink, marketing
manager for STL. “We welcome any challenge,” he adds.

For more information, visit www.superiorlabel.com.
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